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Abstract. We are interested in the optimal solutions to multi-agent
planning problems. We use as an example the predator-prey domain
which is a classical multi-agent problem. We propose to solve it on small
boards using retrograde analysis.
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Introduction

The predator-prey problem is a classical multi-agent problem. It was introduced
in [3]. There are four predators and one prey and the goal of the predators is to
capture the prey. In this seminal work the predators can occupy the same location
and the prey moves randomly. In a posterior work the agents could not occupy
the same location [17]. Richard Korf proposed a simple pursuit strategy using
attraction between the predators and the prey and repulsion between predators
[10].
The predator-prey problem has been used to test multiple agent based algorithms. For example it has been use to analyze a general model of multiagent communication with a message board, using a genetic algorithm to evolve
multi-agent languages [9]. It has also been used to test genetic algorithms with
lamarckian learning operators in multi-agent environments [7].
Genetic programming has also been used to co-evolve predators and preys
populations [8]. In this work the authors acknowledge that the approach fails and
claim that a simple prey algorithm is able to evade capture from the predators
algorithms. Another work evolving multi-agent teams for the predator-prey game
is presented in [11].
In a system evolving neural networks in separate subpopulations for different
agents, it was advocated that the learning is easier than with a single controller
and that communication is unnecessary and even detrimental in the predatorprey problem [21].
The other topic we address in this paper is retrograde analysis. Retrograde
analysis computes the optimal solution to a large number of game states starting from terminal positions and going up towards deeper positions. It was first
used in Chess and Checkers and related to dynamic programming [1]. Chess
endgames have been completely solved up to 6 pieces using retrograde analysis
[18, 19]. The 6 piece endgame tables requires 1.2 TB. Endgame tables have also
been instrumental in solving Checkers [16]. Awari was completely solved thanks
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to retrograde analysis [12] leading to an optimal and instantaneous player. Retrograde analysis has also been applied to many other games such as Nine Men’s
Morris [6], Go [4], Fanorona [14], Chinese Chess [5] or Chinese Dark Chess [13]
among others.
Games can also be solved by search. A standard algorithm for solving games
is iterative deepening αβ with a transposition table [15]. Search was used to
solve Checkers [16], small board Go [20] and small board Atarigo [2].
The outline of the paper is to present the predator-prey game in the next
section, then to present retrograde analysis and search, followed by experimental
results.
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The Predator-Prey Game

In the predator-prey game we have designed, three predators are trying to capture a prey. In our implementation there are five possible moves for each agent:
going up, down, left, right or staying on the same location. Predators cannot
occupy the same location and when a prey moves to a predator location it is
captured.
A state is terminal either if the prey is on the same location as a predator or
if the prey is blocked by the predators and cannot move to an empty location.
A state is legal if no two predators are on the same location.
In previous work, moves by the predators and the prey can be either simultaneous or sequential. We have chosen sequential moves with the prey moving after
the predators. When the prey is the second player he can choose the move the
most beneficial to him knowing the future locations of the predators. It should
be better for the prey but the evaluation must be made only after the prey move
so as to simulate simultaneous moves. If the predator moves to the location of
the prey, the prey can still escape since it can still move and that the evaluation
of a state is only made after the move of the prey.
In our implementation it is possible for the prey to swap locations with
a neighbor predator. It could also be possible to forbid such swaps. Enabling
swaps as we do should be beneficial to the prey.
Overall when we had to make choices for the design of the game we chose
the design the most beneficial to the prey.
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Retrograde Analysis

In order to store the results of retrograde analysis in a table we have to design
a bijection between the states of the problem and the indices in the table. We
call the index associated to a state its code. A simple way to compute a code is
to number each agent and each cell on the board and to compute the code of a
board as: P
code = agent cell(agent) × M axCellagent

In this formula the agent variable is an integer between 0 and 3 that represents
an agent. Agent 0 is the prey and agents 1, 2 and 3 are the predators. The
function cell(agent) returns an integer that represents the location of the agent
on the board, each cell is associated to an integer between 0 and M axCell − 1.
Using the previous code we consider that each agent is different from the
other ones. However we could consider that two predators can exchange their
locations and that it is still the same state. In this case the total number of
states and the greatest possible code are quite reduced [14], thus reducing the
size of the retrograde analysis table.
For this paper, we kept things simple and in our experiments we used the
simple code considering each agent different from the other ones.
The overall algorithm that performs retrograde analysis is given in algorithm
4. It calls two subsequent algorithms. The initialisation algorithm that is given
in algorithm 1 and which initializes the table with terminal states, and the step
algorithm that is given in algorithm 2 and which computes the states won by
the predators in currentDepth moves by the prey. The step algorithm performs
a one ply search in order to discover the states won at currentDepth given the
states won in less than currentDepth. This one ply search algorithm is given in
algorithm 3.
In the algorithms the constant M axAgent is set to 4 and represents the number of agents including the prey. When the agent variables reaches M axAgent it
means that either all the agents have been placed in the initialisation algorithm
or that all the predators have moved in the step and the one step lookahead
algorithms.
In the algorithm 3 the predators try to minimize the depth to the capture
and the prey tries to maximize it. The unknown states are initialized to ∞ in the
init algorithm. If the prey can escape to an unknown state then the algorithm
returns ∞ and the predators have to keep trying other moves.
The table can be used to decide the predators moves that wins in the smallest
number of steps. It can also be used to decide the prey move that will take the
most number of steps before capture. In some Chess endgames, even in lost
states, computers using an endgame table can lure grandmasters and keep them
away from victory as the human players do not always play optimal moves.
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Search

The worst branching factor for 4 agents and vertical and horizontal moves is
54 = 625. A simple depth 8 problem for size 5 × 5 can already visit at most
6258 = 2.33 × 1022 leaves. In practice the exact number of leaves should be less
but still quite a large number. It would be clearly more than the state space size
of a 5 × 5 problem which is 345,000. The state space complexity of the problem
is far lower than its game tree complexity.
A possible solution to avoid searching again the already visited states is to
use iterative deepening search with a transposition table as a search algorithm.
It avoids searching again the same state multiple times and it could significantly

Algorithm 1 The initialisation algorithm
init (agent)
if agent = MaxAgents then
if board is legal then
nbStates ← nbStates + 1
depth [board.code ()] ← ∞
if board is terminal then
depth [board.code ()] ← 0
nbStatesDepth [0] ← nbStatesDepth [0] + 1
end if
end if
else
for cell in possible locations on board do
board.cell [agent] ← cell
init (agent + 1)
end for
end if

Algorithm 2 The step algorithm computing the next depth of retrograde analysis
step (agent)
if agent = MaxAgents then
if depth [board.code ()] = ∞ then
if board is legal then
if min (1) = currentDepth - 1 then
depth [board.code ()] ← currentDepth
nbStatesDepth [currentDepth] ← nbStatesDepth [currentDepth] + 1
end if
end if
end if
else
for cell in possible locations on board do
board.cell [agent] ← cell
step (agent + 1)
end for
end if

Algorithm 3 The one step lookahead algorithm
min (agent)
if agent = MaxAgents then
return max ()
end if
mini ← min (agent + 1)
for move in possible moves for agent do
make move for agent
eval ← min (agent + 1)
undo move for agent
if eval < mini then
mini ← eval
end if
end for
return mini
max ()
if board is illegal then
return ∞
end if
maxi ← depth [board.code ()]
for move in possible moves for the prey do
make move for the prey
eval ← depth [board.code ()]
undo move for the prey
if eval > maxi then
maxi ← eval
end if
end for
return maxi

Algorithm 4 The overall algorithm for retrograde analysis
nbStates ← 0
nbStatesDepth [0] ← 0
init (0)
currentDepth ← 1
while true do
nbStatesDepth [currentDepth] ← 0
step (0)
if nbStatesDepth [currentDepth] = 0 then
break
end if
currentDepth ← currentDepth + 1
end while

decrease the search time as there are many transpositions in the predator-prey
problem.
We have implemented a perfect transposition table. A perfect transposition
table is a table that has exactly one entry per possible state. When a state has
been searched the result can be stored in the corresponding entry and it can be
reused when reaching the state again. We use the code of the board as the index
in the transposition table.
The search algorithm for the predator-prey game is given in algorithm 5. It
uses a perfect transposition table and two functions. The minTT function tries
all the possible combinations of the predators moves and selects the one leading
to the capture of the prey if it exists. If no combination enables the capture in
depth steps it returns false. The maxTT function tries all possible moves for the
prey and selects the one that avoids capture. If all possible moves lead to capture
it stores the result in the transposition table and returns true.
The TT table contains the depth of the search that solved the state. It
contains ∞ if the state was not solved. If a state has already been solved with
a smaller or equal depth, the algorithm returns true. The other table is the
depthTT table, it contains the maximum search depth performed for the state.
If a state has already been searched with a greater or equal depth, the search is
cut as it is not necessary to search it again.
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Experimental Results

The experiments were run on a 1.9 GHz computer running Linux and the algorithms were written in C++.
The retrograde analysis algorithm was used to compute the depth to mate
of every state for various board sizes. The number of states for each depth to
mate is given in the table 1 for board sizes ranging from 4 × 4 to 9 × 9.
The table 2 gives the total number of states, the maximum code used and
the time to perform retrograde analysis for 4 × 4 to 9 × 9 boards.
We wrote an algorithm similar to the initialisation algorithm in order to
verify that all states are won for the predators. It is run after the retrograde
analysis is finished and verifies that the depth to mate is finite for every possible
state. We have found that it is the case for all the board sizes we solved.

A 7 × 7 state with maximum depth 12 is the following state:
o....xx
......x
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......

Algorithm 5 The search algorithm
minTT (depth, agent)
if agent = MaxAgents then
return maxTT (depth − 1)
end if
if minTT (depth, agent + 1) then
return true
end if
for move in possible moves for agent do
make move for agent
eval ← minTT (depth, agent + 1)
undo move for agent
if eval = true then
return true
end if
end for
return false
maxTT (depth)
if board is illegal then
return false
end if
if prey is blocked then
return true
end if
if depth = 0 then
return false
end if
if TT [board.code ()] ≤ depth then
return true
end if
if depthTT [board.code ()] ≥ depth then
return false
end if
if depthTT [board.code ()] < depth then
depthTT [board.code ()] = depth
end if
if the prey is not on the same location as a predator then
if not minTT (depth, 1) then
return false
end if
end if
for move in possible moves for the prey do
make move for the prey
if the prey is not on the same location as a predator then
if not minTT (depth, 1) then
undo move for the prey
return false
end if
end if
undo move for the prey
end for
TT [board.code ()] ← depth
return true

Table 1. Number of states for each depth to mate and for different board sizes.
Depth
4×4
5×5
6×6
7×7
8×8
0
10,440 42,000 129,408
332,856
751,560
1
2,712
4,920
7,464
10,344
13,560
2
3,960
5,976
7,560
8,616
9,672
3
10,200 16,056
20,808
24,792
26,760
4
19,584 42,840
48,960
57,888
64,752
5
6,864 79,752 119,040
128,616
138,912
6
0 83,928 240,864
273,600
283,416
7
0 68,760 367,896
531,000
584,280
8
0
768 387,816
888,696 1,122,336
9
0
0 211,848 1,218,600 1,927,536
10
0
0
576 1,170,576 3,021,264
11
0
0
0
755,424 3,478,080
12
0
0
0
15,648 3,005,280
13
0
0
0
0 1,551,816
14
0
0
0
0
19,752
15
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
16
17
0
0
0
0
0

9×9
1,537,800
17,112
10,728
28,728
68,352
150,912
298,080
580,128
1,131,336
2,067,480
3,533,112
5,575,200
7,666,608
8,301,696
6,625,848
3,816,432
55,968
0

Table 2. Number of states, maximum code and time to solve with retrograde analysis
in seconds for different sizes
Size Number of states Maximum code Time to solve
4×4
53,760
65,536
3.82
5×5
345,000
390,625
56.16
6×6
1,542,240
1,679,616
386.75
7×7
5,416,656
5,764,801
1,900.91
8×8
15,998,976
16,777,216
8,618.76
41,465,520
43,046,721
27,002.54
9×9

The iterative deepening search for this state evolves as indicated in the table
3. The times indicated are the cumulative times, the times for all inferior depth.
The time to solve the corresponding 9 × 9 problem with search at depth 16 is
1714.53 seconds. This is only to solve one problem when retrograde analysis can
be computed offline in 1,900 seconds for size 7 × 7 and for all problems and
results in instantaneous and optimal moves.
Table 3. Times for searching a 7 × 7 depth 12 state with iterative deepening and a
perfect transposition table.
Depth
Time
1
0.006094
2
0.006181
3
0.007001
4
0.013914
5
0.046882
6
0.162278
7
0.492648
8
1.453308
9
4.410059
10
12.724911
11
91.924769
12
164.675883

In order to illustrate the predators strategies, we give an example of the solution to the 7 × 7 problem above of maximum depth 12, with the prey randomly
choosing among the moves leading to a maximum depth state:
o....xx
......x
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
12

o....x.
.....xx
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
11

o....x.
....xx.
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
10

....x..
o..xx..
.......
.......
.......
.......
.......
9

...x...
..xx...
o......
.......
.......
.......
.......
8

..x....
.xx....
.......
o......
.......
.......
.......
7

.x.....
.x.....
..x....
.o.....
.......
.......
.......
6

.......
.x.....
.x.....
.ox....
.......
.......
.......
5

.......
.......
.x.....
.xx....
.o.....
.......
.......
4

.......
.......
.......
.x.....
oxx....
.......
.......
3

.......
.......
.......
x......
xx.....
o......
.......
2

.......
.......
.......
x......
.......
xx.....
o......
1
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Conclusion

Retrograde analysis of the predator-prey problem is tractable in time and memory until 9 × 9 boards. It results in instantaneous decisions and optimal multiagent strategies.
A result from our research is that the predator-prey game is always lost for
the prey even when there are only 3 predators, when the prey knows the moves
of the predators before moving and when the prey is allowed to swap locations
with a neighbor predator. The maximum number of moves by the prey before
capture is 14 for size 8 × 8 and 16 for size 9 × 9.
Another result is that iterative deepening search with a perfect transposition table is slow even for small board sizes. It cannot compete with retrograde
analysis with respect to solving time.
In future work we will explore the use of abstraction so as to solve boards
of large sizes, learning of agents strategies, and compression of tables. Another
line of research is to solve a continuous version of the game.
There are multiple possibilities for learning using endgame tables. For example, learning an evaluation function for a depth one search, learning the move
to make for an agent or learning a move ordering heuristic with an evaluation
of states or with an evaluation of moves.
Another line of research is to analyze endgames of multi-agent games with a
much larger state space.
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